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The Palatino font was created by Hermann Zapf 
who was born November 8, 1918 in Nuremberg, 
Germany. His wife is famous calligrapher and 
typeface designer Gudrun Zapf von Hesse. He was 
born into troubling times as the Spanish Flu 
Pandemic and widespread chaos from the ending 
of World War 1 swept his country. In 1925 he was 
sent to school by his mother who was relieved as a 
massive famine had just struck Germany.  In 1934 
Zapf began his first apprenticeship as a retoucher. 
He attended an exhibition in Nuremberg in 1935 
where he first was inspired in lettering. He bought 
two books and began to teach himself calligraphy. 
In 1938 he designed his first typeface called 
Gilgengart for type foundries D. Stempel AG and 
Linotype GmbH in Frankfurt. Zapf spent almost 
ten years in the military as a cartographer. His 
eyesight was so good that he could write letters one 
millimeter in size without the use of a magnifying 
glass. This skill helped him out greatly in being 
commissioned back into the army. In 1951 he 
married Gudrun von Hesse, who taught at the 
school of Stadel in Frankfurt. Zapf ’s two most 
famous typefaces, Palatino and Optima, were 
designed in 1948 and 1952. August Rosenberger 
helped him design Palatino and they decided to 
name it after Giambattista Palatino, a 16th 
century Italian writing master.  There has been 
much speculation on whether or not Microsoft 
Office stole Palatino under the label Antiqua.

Hermann Zapf has created the following typefaces:

•Aldus
•AMS Euler
•Aurelia
•Edison
•Hunt Roman
•Kompakt
•Marconi
•Medici Script
•Melior
•Michelangelo
•Noris Script
•Optima
•Optima nova
•Orion
•Palatino
•Saphir
•Sistina
•Vario
•Venture
•Linotype Zapf Essentials
•ITC Zapf Book
•ITC Zapf Chancery
•ITC Zapf Dingbats
•ITC Zapf International
•Zapf Renaissance Antiqua
•Zapfino
•Zapfino Extra
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